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Faculty Notes
The following will summarize the scholarly
productivity of Georgia Law’s faculty in the
2003 calendar year. In total, the school’s
faculty published 62 articles, 17 books and
online publications, 9 supplements and 2
chapters. 
Peter A. Appel
“The Diligent
Prosecution Bar to
Citizen Suits: The
Search for Adequate
Representation” in 10
Widener Law 
Review 91.
Milner S. Ball (J.D.’71)
“Beyond Tolerance” in 24 Cardozo Law
Review 1621; and a book review of C.
Weisbrod’s Emblems of Pluralism: Cultural
Differences and the State, Law and History
Review.
J. Randy Beck
“The Heart of Federalism: Pretext Review
of Means-End Relationships” in 36
University of California-Davis Law Review
407; and “Race and the Georgia Courts:
Implications of the Georgia Public Trust
and Confidence Survey for Batson v.
Kentucky and Its Progeny” with G.
Dougherty and M. Bradbury in 37 Georgia
Law Review 1021. 
Daniel M. Bodansky
“Climate
Commitments:
Assessing the Options”
in Beyond Kyoto:
Advancing the
International Effort
Against Climate Change;
Legal Regulation of the Effects of Military
Activity on the Environment, a research
report for the German Federal
Environmental Agency; and a chapter titled
“Transatlantic Environmental Relations” in
Europe, America and Bush: Transatlantic
Relations After 2000, edited by J. Peterson
and M. Pollack.
Ronald L. Carlson
“Prior Bad Act Impeachment” with M.
Carlson in 5 The Georgia Prosecutor;
“Impeaching the State’s Own Witness” with
M. Carlson in 5 The Georgia Prosecutor;
“Opening Statement: Making it Stick” with
M. Carlson in 18 Georgia Bar Journal; and
Trial Handbook for Georgia Lawyers, 3rd
edition. 
Dan T. Coenen
Fifteen essays on prominent U.S. Supreme
Court decisions that originated in the state
of Georgia for the New Georgia
Encyclopedia, an online resource; and
Constitutional Law: The Commerce Clause. 
Dorinda G.
Dallmeyer (J.D.’84)
Edited and wrote the
preface and concluding
chapter, “Launching
Environmental Ethics
into the Mainstream,”
for Values at Sea: Ethics
for the Marine Environment. 
Anne P. Dupre (J.D.’88)
Children and the Law: Cases and Materials
with M. Gardner.
Paul J. Heald
“Mowing the Playing Field: Addressing
Information Distortion and Asymmetry in
the TRIPS Game” in 88 Minnesota Law
Review 249-314; “Misreading a Canonical
Work: An Analysis of Mansfield’s 1994
Study” in 10 Journal of Intellectual Property
Law 309-318 and reprinted as “A Skeptical
Look at Mansfield’s Famous 1994 Survey”
in 15 Information Economics and Policy;
“Random Walks, Non-Cooperative Games,
and the Complex Mathematics of Patent
Valuation” with R. Denton in 55 Rutgers
Law Review; “The Rhetoric of Biopiracy,”
in 11 Cardozo International and
Comparative Law Journal 519-546; and a
novel, No Regrets.
Walter Hellerstein
“Jurisdiction to Tax
Income and
Consumption in the
New Economy: A
Theoretical and
Comparative
Perspective” in 38
Georgia Law Review 1; “State Personal
Income Tax Issues Raised by Change of
Residence” in State Tax Notes; “State
Taxation of Accumulated Trust Income:
Restraints Imposed by Due Process,
Commerce Clauses” in 10 Multistate Tax
Report 815; “State Tax Treatment of Foreign
Corporate Partners and LLC Members
After Check the Box” with M. McLoughlin
in 8 State and Local Tax Lawyer 1;
“Reconsidering the Constitutionality of the
‘Convenience of the Employer’ Doctrine”
in State Tax Notes; and 2003-1 and 2003-2
cumulative supplements to State Taxation
(two-volume treatise).
Edward J. Larson
“The Scopes Trial in History and Legend”
in When Science and Christianity Meet;
“Tailored Genes” in Legal Affairs; “Don’t
Know Much Biology” in Books and Culture;
“Relations of Science and Religion” in the
Dictionary of American History; “Scopes
Trial” in the Oxford Companion to American
History; Trial and Error: The American
Controversy Over Creation and Evolution,
revised ed. of 1985 book with added chap-
ters; and a book review of Henry Fairfield
Osborn in the American Historical Review.
Charles R.T. O’Kelley
Corporations and Other Business Associations,
4th ed., with R. Thompson; and
Corporations and Other Business Associations:
Selected Statutes, Rules and Forms, 11th ed.,
with R. Thompson.
E. Ann Puckett
Updated the online pub-
lications: Bibliography of
Law Review Articles on
Disability Law;
Searchable Bibliography
of Law Review Articles on
Disability Law; and
Staffing for Law School Computing Services. 
Margaret V. Sachs
Securities Litigation and Enforcement: Cases
and Materials with D. Nagy and R. Painter;
and Teacher’s Manual to Accompany
Securities Litigation and Enforcement: Cases
and Materials with D. Nagy and R. Painter.
Alexander W. Scherr
“Daubert & Danger: The ‘Fit’ of Expert
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Predictions in Civil Commitments” in 55
Hastings Law Journal 1; “Popular Culture as
a Lens on Legal Professionalism” with H.
Farber in 55 South Carolina Law Review
351; and 2003 update of Georgia Law of
Evidence.
R. Perry Sentell Jr. (LL.B.’58)
“Lightening the Load: In the Georgia
Supreme Court” in 37 Georgia Law Review
697; “Local Government Law” in 55
Mercer Law Review 353; and “Local
Government Litigation: Some Pivotal
Principles” in 55 Mercer Law Review 1.
David E. Shipley
“Resigning as Dean: Stepping Down or
Stepping Up?” in 34 University of Toledo
Law Review 189; “I Am Glad I Got to
Know Him,” in 11 Journal of Intellectual
Property Law xvii (a tribute to the late L.
Ray Patterson); and a book chapter titled
“Rulemaking” in South Carolina
Administrative Practice and Procedure with
R. Lowell.
James C. Smith
A bimonthly column on
recent property cases in
Probate & Property; two
cumulative supplements
(summer 2003 and win-
ter 2003) to Friedman
on Contracts and
Conveyances of Real Property; 2003 cumula-
tive supplement to Neighboring Property
Owners; and 2003 supplement to Federal
Taxation of Real Estate.
Erwin C. Surrency (J.D.’48)
“The Georgia Code of 1863 and Its Place
in the Codification Movement” in 11
Journal of Southern Legal History 81; and
“Sketches of the Establishment of the
Federal Courts by States and Their Judges”
in 212 Federal Rules Decisions 611.
Camilla E. Watson
“Legislating Morality:
The Duty to the Tax
System Revisited” in 51
Kansas Law Review 1197
and also published in
the symposium issue of
the Kansas Law Review titled Tax
Compliance: Should Congress Reform the
1998 IRS Reform Act?
Michael L. Wells
“Proximate Cause and the American Law
Institute: The False Choice Between the
‘Direct Consequences’ Test and the ‘Risk
Standard’” in 37 University of Richmond
Law Review 389.
Rebecca H. White
“Arbitration and the Administrative State”
in 38 Wake Forest Law Review 1283;
“Affirmative Action in the Workplace: The
Significance of Grutter?” in 92 Kentucky
Law Journal 263; Cases and Materials on
Employment Discrimination, 6th ed., with
M. Zimmer and C. Sullivan; and 2004
Supplement to Employment Discrimination
Law and Practice, 3rd ed.
Donald E. Wilkes Jr.
“Dead Docketing
Criminal Cases in
Georgia” with K. Wilkes
in The Georgia Defender;
“The Long Arm of the
Law” in Columns;
Federal Postconviction
Remedies and Relief Handbook for
Practitioners; and 2003 supplement (two
volumes) to State Postconviction Remedies
and Relief.
Watson’s Legal Texts Find
Foreign Audience
Alan Watson, distinguished research profes-
sor and Ernest P. Rogers chair of law, proves
the language of law is universal. 
A prolific author, Watson has had several of
his books published in foreign languages,
with three more titles currently undergoing
translation. Legal Transplants is available in
Italian, Chinese and Serbian. The Making of
the Civil Law has been reprinted in Chinese.
Two titles, Jesus and the Law and The Trial
of Jesus, are currently being translated into
Serbian, and Roman Law and Comparative
Law will soon be released in Japanese. 
“It is extremely unusual for legal texts to be
translated into a foreign language,” Watson
said. “However, I am honored that my
works can be utilized by so many.”
Watson, one of the world’s foremost
authorities on Roman law, comparative law,
legal history, and law and religion, has mas-
tered more than a dozen languages and has
authored nearly 150 books and articles. A
highly-regarded lecturer, he regularly visits
leading universities in the United States and
such countries as Italy, Holland, Germany,
France, Poland, South Africa and Israel.  
In honor of his worldwide scholarship, the
University of Belgrade presented him with
an honorary Doctor of the University in
February. Recipients of this degree require a
two-thirds positive vote by the faculty of
the institution. Notably, Watson received a
unanimous vote of approval.
In addition to this latest academic honor,
he has also been presented three honorary
degrees from the universities of Pretoria and
Glasgow. Watson holds seven traditional
degrees from the universities of Oxford,
Glasgow and Edinburgh.  ■
Alan Watson poses with just a few of his books that have
been translated into foreign languages.
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or Dean Rusk Center Associate
Director Dorinda G. Dallmeyer
(J.D.’84) visiting Antarctica is more
than just a once-in-a-lifetime trip. She and
her husband David, a UGA geology profes-
sor, have visited this exotic continent 17
times and have traveled to the world’s south-
ernmost landmass each of the last seven years
during Winter Break. They serve as natural-
ists and lecturers on expedition cruises
through icy waters to Antarctica. In addition
to describing the history of exploration on
this continent, Dorinda often discusses who
owns Antarctica, which allows her to share
portions of her international legal expertise.
When asked about her most memorable
moment during her visits to the frozen land-
mass, Dorinda replied that it was hard to pick
out just one. “However, it certainly was a thrill
late one evening to float on a glassy calm sea
in golden light among a group of 20 Orcas
(killer whales) and just listen to them sigh as
they slowly made their way across the strait.”
Late last year, Edward J. Larson, the holder
of the Talmadge chair of law and the Russell
professorship of American history, was fortu-
nate enough to spent two months on the
frozen continent. Funded by a federal grant,
Larson was studying the history of science in
the Antarctic as well as the current conduct
of science in this icy world. His research
included interviewing scientists, visiting
penguin rookeries, seeing historic camps and
retracing the routes followed by scientific
explorers such as Ernest Shackelton and
Robert F. Scott. Portions of Larson’s work
will be published in a forthcoming articles.
Larson said while in Antarctica he met some
of the most brilliant people he has ever
encountered. “It is a place where the spirit of
adventure in science lives on into the 21st
century,” he said. 
-Portions of this story were taken from an
article published in the Athens Banner-
Herald
1. A Gentoo penguin.
2. Talamadge Chair Ed Larson stands at the geographic
South Pole, once traveled to by explorers Roald
Amundsen and Robert F. Scott.
3. An Orca just off of the coast of Antarctica.
4. Rusk Center Associate Director Dorinda Dallmeyer
(J.D.’84) is no stranger to Antarctica. She and her
geologist husband, David, have made the trip 17 times.
5. A mother seal and her pup.
6. Icebergs off of the coast of the Earth’s southernmost con-
tinent.
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